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Abstract 

The purpose of this study is to explore how children at different age make 

reformulation to compensate for an unsuccessful request. Firstly, we aim to 

investigate what reformulation strategies children apply and the patterns of 

reformulation sequences. Second, we further aim to explore how children’s use of 

reformulation strategies reveals the development of perspective-taking ability. The 

data analyzed are natural conversations of two Mandarin-speaking mother-child dyads. 

Subjects in this present study are two male children. One subject is three years and six 

months old and the other is six years old. The strategies of request reformulation 

adopted in this study are mainly based on Levin and Rubin’s (1984) categorization. 

The results show that children would have a greater variety of reformulation strategies 

as they get older. Furthermore, aggravation and explanation are both children’s main 

strategies of reformulation. With the growth of age, children decrease the use of 

aggravation and increase the use of bargain and mitigation. Furthermore, the results of 

reformulation sequences reveal that the two children are confronted with different 

causes of the failure to obtain compliance, which influences their adoption of 

reformulation strategies. The younger child faced the communicative breakdown and 

his mother’s ignorance while the older child encountered his mother’s queries and 

disagreements. Finally, the two children’s application of reformulation strategies 

revealed their different ability to take the other’s perspectives. The younger child’s 

reliance on aggravation and speaker-oriented negotiation reveals that he is embedded 

in his own viewpoints and is less able to view his request from the hearer’s 

viewpoints while the older child is more able to view the request from the hearer’ 

perspective and take her benefits into account. Our findings throw some light on 

children’s use of request reformulation strategy and the development of the 

perspective-taking ability. 
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